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Abstract. Open skill sports such as tennis have a large number of swing
execution techniques. This study presents a novel approach to event detection
and motion pattern indexing of forehand swings captured from fixed location
multi-camera represented as a 3D motion data set of multi-time series sampled at
50 Hz. The achieved results utilising Echo State Network (ESN) demonstrate
100 % recognition of tennis forehands from previously unseen test data without
ball impact information. In contrast to traditional, heuristic and feature
extraction-based algorithmic approaches in exergames and augmented coaching
technologies, the proposed ESN paradigm represents a viable and generic
approach for future work in temporal and spatial detection and automated
analysis of region of interest in human motion data processing.

Keywords: Computational intelligence (CI) � Sport and rehabilitation �
Biomechanics � Augmented coaching systems (ACS) � Reservoir computing
(RC) � Spiking neural network (SNN)

1 Introduction

Over past decades there has been growing popularity in exergames, augmented
coaching technology and ubiquitous computing devices with integrated inertial motion
sensors. Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs), used for detecting, measuring and
quantifying human activity, are becoming ubiquitous for sport equipment, embedded
design, or as part of wearable technology (e.g. www.smarttennissensor.sony.net, www.
zepp.com or www.xsens.com). Captured motion data related to the human body, sport
equipment or projectile/ball trajectory can be obtained as raw time-series or in com-
puted and human interpretable form. Similar to IMUs and Wireless IMUs motion data,
computer vision systems such as Microsoft’s Kinect for exergames or other general
purpose systems (e.g. www.ptgrey.com/stereo-vision-cameras-systems) are able to
convert video and depth information as 3D data in near-real-time. While currently
available exergames and augmented coaching technology are designed to promoting
active life style, the next generation of augmented coaching systems (ACS) are also
prototyped to provide autonomous feedback on human motion similar to a coach when
helping an athlete to improve stylistic execution of characteristic movement patterns
[1–4]. The study addresses the problem area of fast recognition of characteristic
movement patterns that is also an integral part of the prototyped ACS architecture
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relying on a new computing approach, such as Jaeger’s [5, 6] Echo State Network
(ESN). The presented ESN-based modelling approach was evaluated for supervised
learning and motion pattern recognition such as automated detection and indexing of
various tennis forehands from captured 3D motion data.

The following sections briefly describe reservoir computing, human motion mod-
elling and tennis-related backgrounds. The mid-section focuses on 3D motion data
analysis, experiments and results. The last section provides discussion, critique and
concluding remarks.

1.1 Related Work and Prior Studies

The Reservoir Computing (RC) models such as LSM, ESN, Spiking Neural Networks
(SNN) and other similar biologically inspired systems are referred in literature as the
“third generation” of neural networks that are suited for temporal and spatial problem
areas [7, 8]. The third generation of neural networks are also considered as an alternative
for fast-processing substitute or complementary technology to traditional neuro-fuzzy,
heuristic- and feature extraction-based approaches [9–14]. Preliminary studies on the
RC paradigm, idiosyncrasy of human motion [15, 16], and human activity in the
equestrian discipline utilising first synthetic and then IMU sensor data [17, 18], suggest
that RC paradigm should be further investigated in the contexts of human motion
modelling and analysis.

1.2 Tennis and Sport Science Backgrounds

At the end of the wooden racquets era, almost four decades ago, the new racquet
materials have enabled the design of larger head sizes and sweet spots. As a result of
continuous developments of new synthetic strings, materials and frame production
technology, the game of tennis has become increasingly faster so that players have to
continuously evolve their competitive game. Furthermore, the new racquet varieties
have been designed to suit different tennis player profiles, so it is also common to see a
diversity of playing styles, idiosyncrasies of swing techniques and strategies combined
with diverse pace and stances [19–21]. Unlike backhands, forehand’s winners and
defensive shots are common shots at all skill levels. The diversity of forehand
idiosyncrasies and execution techniques (from basics to elite competitive levels) is a
well investigated area in sport science and biomechanics [21–26].

2 Experimental Setup: Data Collection, Analysis,
Pre-processing and ESN Modelling

The motion data set was obtained using nine cameras recording at 50 Hz (ASCII text
data exported from SMART-e 900 eMotion/BTS). Exported 3D motion data series,
representing a stick figure of a tennis player is obtained by attaching a set of
retro-reflective markers (q = 22) to a selection of anatomical body landmarks and the
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racquet. The motion data set includes swings of different velocity, hitting stances and
execution techniques. The experiment’s motion data set does not include ball infor-
mation. The motion data set contains a balanced distribution of relatively good and bad
swings that are considered common errors [27]. The relatively small captured data set
was considered sufficient to conduct the preliminary experiments of feasibility of ESN
for swing detection without warranting the need for extending the data set with syn-
thetic data (Fig. 2).

A sequence of stick figures (Fig. 1) showing human activity before, during and after
a forehand swing was produced from the captured 3D markers’ time series.

2.1 Data Analysis and Pre-processing

The captured motion data are summarised as follows:

– Each marker position trajectory is represented with three time series mp(n) = (xp(n),
yp(n),zp(n)) in the captured volume, where n is a time-stamp number.

– Each motion datum sample is denoted as frame M within the captured volume.
A frame M represents a stick figure, which is an interconnected finite set of
three-dimensional markers mp, where M = (m1,m2,…,mq), and p = 1,…,q.

– Each swing event Sj (Fig. 1(b)) is a set of k consecutive frames M(n,…,n + k),
Sj ¼ MðnÞjn0 � n� nk�1f g of duration k/(frame_rate).

As a guideline to ESN modelling, the temporal event of the swing Sj duration is
approx. one second (i.e. mean(k)/(50 Hz). For ESN modelling, in addition to leak rate l
parameter tuning, it is also recommended [12] that spectral radius qðWÞ should be close
to 1 for long memory tasks and for mapping signals x(n) into more nonlinear regions of
tanh(.) along with scaling of Win and W.

Before supplying motion data to the ESN model, data pre-processing involved
replacing missing values (NaN) and normalisation (1) shown in Fig. 3. For each
time-series, normalization within the interval [−1, 1] was implemented as linear
scaling:

    (a)    (b) (c) 

Fig. 1. Temporal and spatial problem area of forehand swing detection. Distinct temporal phases
cover: (a) getting into swing position, (b) forehand swing event, and (c) post-swing position
recovery. The sequence of 3D stick figures is not shown at equal time distance. The binary signal
(green line) indicates expert’s arbitrary boundaries of recognised forehand swing (Color figure
online).
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vnorm ¼ 2 � vin �minðvÞ
maxðvÞ �minðvÞ � 0:5

� �
ð1Þ

Fast linear curve fitting for NaN values processing were implemented as replace-
ments with average neighbouring values where Mj: (NaN 2 Mj) )

Mj = mean(Mj-1, Mh) where NaN 62 Mh.

Forehand duration analysis  
                                [no. of frames] 

Minimum:  42  
Maximum:  71 
Mean*:  52.81 
Median:  53 
Mode:  45 
Standard deviation*:    7.61 
Range (max – min):  29 

*Note: rounded to two decimal places

Fig. 2. Random distribution of relative swing duration, based on expert selection utilised for
supervised learning

)b()a(

Fig. 3. Preprocessing steps of motion dataset time-series for supervised learning: (a) visualisation
of input data pre-processing with (NaN) replacements and normalising to [−1,1], and
(b) assigning output labels 0; 1f g to forehand events (i.e. ‘Teaching signal’ for supervised
learning).
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2.2 Echo State Network – Model Description and Parameter
Optimisation Results

The chosen ESN classifier for the study is one of the examples of Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs), where the next state of neural network depends on input signals,
connection weights and the previous states of the network (Eqs. (2) and (3)).

The typical ESN operation includes [14, 18, 28] reservoir neuron input signals u(n),
activated neuron outputs xʹ(n) and output of the network y(n) functions:

x0ðnÞ ¼ f ðWinuðnÞþWxðn� 1ÞÞ;

xðnÞ ¼ ð1� lÞxðn� 1Þþ lx0ðnÞ ð2Þ

The output of the network (3) at the frame number n is a linear transformation of
concatenated input and output vectors:

yðnÞ ¼ f outðWout½uðnÞjxðnÞ�Þ ð3Þ

The central component of ESN is a dynamic reservoir (Fig. 4), with random
recurrent neuron interconnectivity created during the ESN initialisation.

Where, 
n  time frame number  
u(n)     input signal e.g. discrete time-

series 
x(n)   the state vector containing reser-

voir neurons’ activation at time 
of the frame number n

y(n)   the output function of the net-
work 

ytarget(n)  teaching/target signal utilised for 
supervised learning of ESN

Win  input weights matrix 
W   reservoir weights (recurrent syn-

aptic neuron interconnectivity) 
matrix 

Wout output weights matrix 
)(W  spectral radius, the largest eigen 

value of W
E  error measure utilised by super-

vised learning algorithm to ob-
tain y(n) function.  

Fig. 4. Reservoir computing: ESN concept and parameters
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The ESN training or learning task is associated only with the adjustment of the
output layer, leaving the input layer and reservoir parameters unchanged. The learning
task is optimisation problem aimed to minimise the difference E between the output y
(n) and ytarget(n) signals. One of the commonly used methods here is ridge regression
(also known as Tikhonov regularization). While the obtained output i.e. readout is
expected to be linearly separable into the output classes, the clipping threshold
parameter is set to map the output signal y(n) to the predicted class. During the ESN
initialisation, the sparse random interconnectivity of reservoir neurons is specified by a
weight matrix W, scaled by the spectral radius qðWÞ. The input scaling parameter is
associated with reservoir response i.e. linearity or non-linearity of a leaky integrator
neuron activation function f ð�Þ. Both reservoir neuron activation f ð�Þ and output neuron
activation function f outð�Þ, referred in Eqs. (2) and (3), are typically a sigmoidal shape
such as element-wise hyperbolic tangent tanh(.) as utilized in the study. In addition, the
leak rate l parameter controls integration with previous i.e. recurrent state of the
network.

Preliminary findings on the obtained ESN model and classification of 3D tennis
motion data set were produced using the grid search ESN parameter optimisation (as
shown in Table 1).

Note: There were no significant differences in the classification results for the range
of 700–1000 neurons (shown in Fig. 6 and Table 2). Leak rate l parameter between
[0.8, 0.9] was found to contribute to true positive (TP) vs. true negative (TN) class
accuracy ratio rather than the overall classification, so it was left to 0.9 to favour
classification accuracy of a minority class of forehand swings.

3 Classification Results and Model Visualisation

Classification results (Fig. 5) of the ESN model were obtained utilising four streams of
66 column time-series. Each input frame M would be classified in one of the two output
labels were 0 (’No Forehand’) and 1 (’Forehand swing’).

The obtained leaky ESN classifier is able to detect all forehand swings from the test
data. The classifier model was trained with the first 400 frames of each of the four times
series data. Compared to the expert’s visual forehand detection, the ESN classifier
detected 100 % of all forehand events with an occasional difference related to start and
stop of the classified swing event.

Table 1. Optimized parameters for leaky reservoir ESN model.

Parameter description Optimal value Range

Number of neurons 800 [100, …, 1000]
Leak rate 0.9 [0.3, …, 1]
Spectral radius 0.9 [0.5, …, 1]
Input scaling 0.0001 [0.00001, …, 0.1]
Ridge parameter 0.0001 [0.000001, …, 0.1]
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Visual representation of the classification results (Fig. 5) shows minor errors in
individual samples regarding the start and stop of forehands that are executed with
different swing speed i.e. time durations (Fig. 2). Given that practical implementation
may involve an ESN classifier with lesser neurons to improve processing speed and
reduce computational costs, the reported classification accuracy Acc in Eq. (4) is cal-
culated for each time sample within the time series of (1/50)·(TP + FP + FN + TN)
duration.

)b()a(

)d()c(

Fig. 5. ESN model – regression output and produced output class on four time-series (a), (b),
(c) and (d). Visual representations of excitation patterns of reservoir responses are varying due to
the random recurrent connectivity and the diversity of forehand swings.
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Acc ¼ TPþ TN
TPþFPþFN þ TN

� 100% ð4Þ

Where TP is number of true positives, TN is number of true negatives, FP is
number of misclassified false positives and FN is number of misclassified false
negatives.

The average accuracy of the optimal ESN model candidates (Fig. 6) on test data
was obtained over 12 experiments for each model.

The processing time was measured on a PC with 3.5 GHz CPU, 16 GB/2.4 GHz
RAM, and a solid-state disk, using single CPU processing running on Ubuntu 14.04.

The accuracy achieved was above expectations, given the inclusion of all markers
trajectories, fast interpolation and normalisation, and relatively small ESN model
training portion (less than 40 %). The occurrence of errors regarding start and stop
event samples, is considered as a random combination of classifier performance and
possible uncertainties in regards to expert’s decision boundaries of forehand event
selection (Fig. 5).

Table 2. Individual sample indexing accuracy for optimal model candidates.

No. of neurons Accuracy Processing time [s]

700 95.66 (98.9–94) 2.12
800 95.89 (99–93.3) 2.84
900 95.46 (97.5–93.6) 3.71

Fig. 6. Range of classification accuracy and measured times for ESN model classification
(training and testing) relative to the number of neurons
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4 Discussion, Limitation and Critique

Utilisation of motion data without ball flight, impact vibration or sound information has
broad applicability to exergames and augmented sport coaching technology (e.g.
pedometers, motion sensors, activity monitors). Since the demonstrated ESN/RC-based
approach does not rely on traditional analytical, algorithmic, feature- or heuristic-based
approaches, it is contended here that the solution is robust to minor displacement
deviation between 3D marker positions and anatomical landmarks commonly used in
biomechanics for marker placement representing a human body using a rigid stick
figure model. Furthermore, for motion data obtained from video, image and signal
processing, presented approach reveals decoupling of the processing of motion data
from motion data sources. A strategy for future proofing is supported by enabling
system developments with replaceable layers that have minimal dependency on data
sources and formats compared to for example, algorithmic approaches that are
‘hard-wired’ to a specific computer vision system, or other signal sources.

Regarding the selection of development tools, choosing Python for ESN imple-
mentation allows portability and flexibility of a range of processing platforms to be
utilised for stand-alone or distributed processing (e.g. via web services running on
embedded Linux) without licensing and software registration costs. The animated 3D
interactive stick figure player was prototyped in Matlab (R13), but due to virtual 3D
camera integration requirements for smooth and accurate replay control, it was imple-
mented in Delphi relying on a proprietary developed graphic engine. As a result, the 3D
player runs as portable stand-alone executable file in multiple instances, without frame
freezing on the single core machines (including Windows XP and Linux Ubuntu via
Wine utility). Smooth and accurate replay is considered important for exergames, ACS
user experience and for expert validation of human motion. The developed animated 3D
interactive stick figure player was accurate enough for the experts (i.e. the author and
three other certified tennis coaches) to identify errors and provide assessment and
judgment of stylistic execution of the captured forehands.

The decision related to the use of synthetic motion data was influenced by a
phenomenon where it is possible to tell whether an animated cartoon character motion
was produced synthetically or via motion capture. The experiment decision was to rely
only on captured motion data without the ball impact information.

In line with exergames (such as Xbox Kinect sampling at 30 Hz), the relatively small
captured data set included variations of sport-specific characteristic motion patterns that
were captured in higher precision and sampling rate for prototyping purposes. Motion
patterns variations included forehand swings only, without actual ball impact, and with
occasional corrupted samples (containing NaN values) due to limitations of utilised
computer vision system for motion capture. Unlike with IMU sensors, computer vision
systems may not always capture all frame data, which exergame users experience as
occasional non-responsive input error. Similarly, in coaching contexts, overlooking a
swing by a coach represents a possible human error and it is considered as a False
Negative (FN) event. For augmented coaching systems, False Positive (FP) detection
would trigger undesired automated analysis of events that did not occur. The achieved
ESN classifier model implies that the RC-based approach represents a viable direction
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for discovery of fast classifiers that are robust for: utilised imperfect raw 3D data
including noise, low sampling rate, fast linear averaging of missing data points, and
arbitrary selection of marker placement and topology. Although the chosen grid-search
for parameter optimisation is computationally intensive, in all experiments, the ESN
model with the obtained parameters performed training and classification in shorter
times than actual real-time durations of processed motion sequence. Future work will
include combining heterogeneous motion detection and indexing approaches in order to
assure additional robustness in processing of the unseen evolved motion patterns.
Furthermore, heterogeneous approaches may include domain-specific algorithms (e.g.
impact vibration, sound signal analysis) and sliding window-based algorithms (similar
to [29]).

5 Conclusions, Recommendations and Future Work

The experimental results and the obtained 100 % of forehand recognition confirm that
Reservoir Computing (RC) approaches such as ESN represent a viable generic
approach to: 3D motion data pattern detection and indexing, and general Human
Motion Modelling and Analysis (HMMA). In spite on computationally expensive
parameter optimisation efforts, the resulting ESN model with 800 neurons was con-
sidered to be a fast classifier and to work in near-real-time on the 3D motion data set
with 66 time-series captured at 50 Hz. Based on generic temporal and spatial event
extraction approach, the presented method represents a viable alternative to existing
approaches, which are relying on impact information such as sound, vibration or ball
rebound that are used by other augmented coaching technologies. The benefits of the
presented universal RC-based approach are that there are no requirements for: specific
algorithm- or heuristic-based design and development, feature selection or feature
extraction based on the available insights. Presented ESN/RC-based approach to extract
characteristic motion pattern is applicable to exergames, embedded and ubiquitous
augmented coaching technology, kinesiology and other disciplines such as surveillance
and monitoring.

Future work will extend to multi-modal motion data collections and investigation of
applications of computational intelligence in kinesiology for human motion modelling
and analysis towards the advancements of automated augmented coaching systems,
intelligent prosthetics and rehabilitation devices.
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